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Paid Internships Available for Summer 2019 

The Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities is currently seeking students to fill the following 

paid internship positions. Please disseminate this information at your campus.  

 Pay rates per week: Undergraduate: $580 Graduate: 650  

 Round-trip airfare for interns is arranged and paid by HACU. 

 Housing can be arranged.   

 

Students interested in any of these positions, must complete the online application at www.hacu.net/hnip. 

Our summer deadline is Friday, February 15, 2019. A letter of recommendation from someone 

employed at your university and official transcripts are required. These internships will be 11 weeks long 

and will qualify participating students to receive a hiring authority to be considered for permanent 

positions at the BLM.  

 

   Bureau of Land Management  
The mission of the BLM is to sustain the health, diversity, and productivity of the public lands for the use and 

enjoyment of present and future generations. 

LOCATION: Marina, California 

DESIRED MAJORS: Pre-Law, Real Estate, Business, Economics 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: The project will entail planning and conducting lands and realty existing 

rights/uses inventory for the Cotoni- Coast Dairies unit of the California Coastal National Monument in Santa 

Cruz County, California. Work will focus on locating and assisting with recording of existing land uses present 

on the Cotoni-Coast Dairies property. Many of the land rights/uses have title records documentation, but have 

limited locational data (e.g., lack of location maps). Workload would be divided between: Title Document 

Review (easements, deeds, grants, right-of-ways); Case file research/review; Field inventory; Recordation; 

project documentation; GIS data collection and management. Collect and verify realty records. Collate and 

organize internal BLM realty. Submit data to state office. 

 

LOCATION: Washington, DC 

DESIRED MAJORS: General Studies or Environmental Studies 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:   Intern will perform a field visit (field office) that will allow him or her to 

observe and participate in authorization, interact with applicants, conduct and learn how to develop rights-of-

way, permits, Recreation and Public Purposes (R&PP) actions and sales authorizations, perform compliance 

examination to ensure compliance with terms and conditions.  Work on obtaining, translating, describing, and 

understanding the various faucets of legal land description and land status. This can be achieved by the use of 

learning how to write, format, terms, and phases that state the intent of the legal description that ensures the 

boundary of public lands.  
Prepare, collect, evaluate, and consolidate land use data.  Response to inquiries regarding laws, regulations, 

and agency policies and procedural guidelines for administering the lands program. 

U.S. Citizenship Is Required 

http://www.hacu.net/hnip

